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Introduction

This is a proposal to encode two new characters in the Limbu block of the Universal Character Set:
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Technically, these letters are ligatures that represent consonant conjuncts: ᤝ  = <ᤈ  + virāma + ᤊ
>; ᤞ  = <ᤋ  + virāma + ᤖ >. However, as the encoding for Limbu is not based upon the virāma
model, it is necessary to include these conjuncts as independent letters.

2 Background
There are three major historical varieties of Limbu, which may be labeled using the names of the individuals
to whom their development is attributed: Śirijaṅgā, Cemajoṅ, and Subba. The Limbu script encoded in the
UCS is based largely upon the script reformed by B. B. Subba in the 1970s. This version is adequate for
writing contemporary Limbu, but is missing some letters found in the repertoires of Śirijaṅgā and Cemajoṅ.
Two such characters are the letters ᤝ  and ᤞ . These letters are part of a revised Limbu script defined
by Īmāna Siṃha Cemajoṅ. They appear in charts published in his Limbu-Nepali-English Dictionary (1961)
and Kirat Grammar (1970), excerpts of which are shown here in Figure 1 and Figure 2. In his Grammar of
Limbu, George van Driem writes that as part of Cemajoṅ’s expansion of Śirijaṅgā’s original script, he added
letters to accommodate ‘Nepali characters’, such as jña and tra (1987: xxv). When Subba began publishing
textbooks in Limbu in the 1970s, he revised Cemajoṅ’s script and removed the letters for jña and tra (van
Driem 1987: 555). Thus, their usage was rendered obsolete in comtemporary Limbu.
These letters were discussed by Boyd Michailovsky and Michael Everson in their proposal to encode Limbu
in the UCS, but were not proposed for inclusion because “it is not clear that they have ever actually been
used in writing Limbu” (2002: 8). They do, however, propose the inclusion of obsolete characters, which are
“necessary for publishing older texts.” The letters  and  should be considered for inclusion in this
light. They may be obsolete and perhaps never used beyond script charts, but they are attested nevertheless.
Furthermore, these two letters appear in non-Limbu language books. They are shown in a chart of Limbu in
a book about the Sunuwar, who belong to the Mahakiranti language community (see Figure 3). The Limbu
script has been promoted as a pan-Kiranti script since the 1990s and these two letters may indeed be used in
the local orthographies for other Kiranti languages.
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Implementation Details

3.1

Character Names

The name  is derived from Cemajoṅ’s nomenclature. It aligns with Limbu ᤊ , which is an element
of the conjunct represented by . The name  adheres to UCS naming conventions for Indic scripts.
3.2

Allocation

The letters  and  may be encoded at the code points U+191D and U+191E, respectively.
3.3

Collation

There is no information regarding collation for  and . The chart in Figure 1 shows  placed after
 and  after . On the other hand, Figure 3 shows the letters placed in a sequence after . These
order should not be considered as actual practice; Michailovsky and Everson write that the locations may be
chosen simply “to fill out the last two rows of alphabet tables” (2002: 8).
Logical sort orders for the letters are as follows:
1.  should be sorted after ᤈ .
2.  should be sorted after ᤋ . As it is an independent letter it may also be appropriate to sort it
before the sequence <ᤋ  + ᤪ   >, which may be semantically and phonetically
equivalent to .
3.4 Annotation
In the UCS names list for Limbu, the entries for these characters should appear under a new heading to be
named ‘Consonant Ligatures’. Annotations for the entries may be added in order to describe the consonant
sequences represented by each conjunct.
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Figure 1: Excerpt from a chart of Limbu showing the letters ᤝ  and ᤞ  (from Cemajoṅ
1961: 22).
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Figure 2: Excerpt from a chart of Limbu showing the letters ᤝ  and ᤞ  (from Cemajoṅ
1970: 14).
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Figure 3: Excerpt from a chart of Limbu showing the letters ᤝ  and ᤞ  (from Pradhāna
1999: 369).
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